
LIfe Conditions Outside

Helix I

color

code

Mind capacities Inside

Helix II

The so-called “first tier”The so-called “first tier”The so-called “first tier”

A: What nature and instinct provide N: Behave much as other animals do

B: Mysterious harmony and reciprocality, natural 

patterns become meaningful, there are things to be 

known

O: Placate spirits, follow ancestral ways and wisdom of 

the elders, ritual emerges

C: rough and hard like a jungle, a “dog eat dog” 

world

P: fight to survive in spite of others, seek glory, avoid 

shame, express self

D: Vulnerable to evil; fear of society at risk Q: obey rightful authority with purpose, sacrifice self

E: full of opportunities for success, competitive R: Pragmatically test options for success, express self

F: The natural habitat of all living things, abundance is 

the norm

S: Form interdependent communities, inclusiveness, 

sacrifice self

The so-called “second tier”The so-called “second tier”The so-called “second tier”

G (A’): Complex system at risk of collapse, looming 

scarcity of resources

T (N’): Learn how to survive and understand, flexibility and 

flow, express self with others

H (B’): A single living entity, expanding and 

contracting like the breath, as one activity.

U (O’): Seek order and form within chaos, cosmic 

consciousness, self is “unpersonal” and unbounded. 

The distinction between first and second tier appears to be a qualitative shift. When people are primarily situated in one of 

the first-tier levels, their own coping system or value structure appears to be the only right one. Every other level is either 

misguided, wrong, or incomprehensible. Those levels beyond where you are situated cannot be understood at all, and are 

often interpreted as a return of some prior (catastrophic) level. (blue sees orange as a return of red, orange sees green as a 

return of blue). There is little capacity to appreciate other levels of existence. At second tier, the perspective shifts; there is an 

appreciation for the healthy expression of every level of coping system and a sense that the “right” system is the one that 

fits the life conditions best. There is also a capacity to work with people from diverse coping systems and value structures 

without judgment or “caving” in. As Graves put it, all compulsiveness has dropped out of the system at second tier, as well 

as nearly all fear and anxiety—though not as a result of putting one’s faith in some higher power, or in the group. 

Cheatsheat: The Double Helix


